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Abstract 
 
How health is perceived depends on a number of factors. Whether we are talking about the state of the 

individual (the degree of self-confidence and confidence in the medical system), the level of medical 
development or regional culture, we will have the opportunity to encounter different ways of perception. 
How attitude contributes to achieving health is an interesting issue to address. 

More often than not, a correspondence between the socio-economic status of the person and his/her 
health is created. This relationship causes some subjects to a priori consider themselves as belonging to the 
group of the sick or, on the contrary, to the group of healthy people. How real this approach is and what 
elements can dismantle it are questions that a study should answer. 

This paper aims to be the starting point of broader multilevel study regarding the way in which health 
is perceived by both individuals and authorities. 
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1. The etymology of the Romanian word for 
“health” (“sănătate”) 
 
The etymology of a word is concerned with the 

initial meaning of that word. In time, the meanings of 
a word (taken by itself or as part of an expression) 
are enriched and sometimes they can drift quite far 
from its original signification. 

The Romanian term “sănătate” apparently comes 
from the Latin “sanitas”, “sanitatis”, which mainly 
signifies physical health. The implications regarding 
spiritual health, as related to reasonableness and 
wisdom, generate a psychological dimension which 
can be developed within a wider framework. The 

broad sense of the word sanitatis combines two 
important approaches.  

 
2. The definition of the word “health” 
(“sănătate”) 
 
The way in which the term “sănătate” is defined 

has undergone changes along time as a result of the 
meaning it has been attributed. 

In Small Encyclopaedic Dictionary. the 1972 
edition [1], “sănătate” (“health”) is defined as the 
state of an organism untouched by disease and with 
all organs, apparatuses, and systems functioning 
normally. The absence of disease is, in this case, the 
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major element which can be associated with the 
word “sănătate”. 

The definition in the DEX (Romanian Explicative 
Dictionary) [2] says that “health” is that good state of 
an organism in which all organs function normally 
and regularly. One may note that here no 
differentiation is made between human and animal 
organisms. 

In the Preamble to the Constitution of the World 
Health Organization (1946), as well as in other 
documents (the Ottawa Charter for Health 
Promotion - 1986) [22], “health” is defined as a state 
of complete physical, mental and social well-being 
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. 
This definition reveals a genuine enrichment of the 
content of the notion of health (physical and mental 
health – the absence of disease, and social health – 
which includes environmental health).  

The importance granted to health by each 
individual and the aspiration to enjoy it has led to 
the appearance of a frequently used form of greeting: 
“Sănătate!” (“Good health!”) or “Să fii sănătos!” (“May 
you be healthy!”). The wish to that effect is “Mergi 
sănătos!” (“Go in good health!”) or “Să te întorci 
sănătos!” (“Return in good health!”). There is a phrase 
used in writing: “I hope my letter finds you in good 
health”, which expresses a wish, as well as the 
priority to receive news about the recipient. There 
are similar phrases among goodbye formulas as well: 
“Să ne vedem sănătoşi!” (“May we see each other in 
good health!”) or “Te/vă las/lăsăm sănătoşi!” (“I/We 
leave you in good health!”).  

Another connotation of this word is that of 
abundance or satiation: “Ti-am dat 5 galbeni şi 
sănătate!” (“Here’s five gold coins and good health to 
you!”), where “sănătate” means “do not try to ask for 
anything more”. 

We will not tackle the derivatives of the word 
“sănătate”, nor do we consider that we have explored 
the entire linguistic wealth of meanings of this word. 

Although most wishes contain this word, its 
unanimously accepted meaning is that of absence of 
disease. From this point of view, no distinction is 
made between physical, mental or social health.   

Animals are sound, strong, young, well-behaved 
and have other such qualities. No reference is made 
to their health.  The term “sănătate” is used when 
speaking about foodstuffs for animals (which are 
“healthy”), but also about human food, which is also 
recommended to be “healthy” (i.e. balanced and 
containing meat from a healthily fed animal). Human 
and animal health come together within the science 
called medicine.  

If we were to analyze the phrase “the health of 
the environment”, we would find that it is a 
relatively recent one. Well-meaning and legally 

supported human actions are directed towards 
protecting and preserving the environment. A clean 
environment is something desired by man 
confronted with pollution. Upon a first analysis, one 
notes that the health of the environment is 
contingent on the health of human behavior in 
relation to the environment. The impact of 
anthropical activities is the one that causes the 
environment to react, or “respond”, which 
determines us to assess its state of “suffering”.  

 
3. Health as the absence of disease and 
infirmity 
 
The main meaning of the word “sănătate” is the 

absence of disease and suffering in general, but also the 
absence of any disability. One’s own suffering, as 
well as the suffering of someone close to us, triggers 
a kind of suspension of normal time. Everything 
takes place within different parameters, existential 
anxieties are palpable, personal development plans 
are postponed or even suppressed. A society 
incapable of developing – or at least maintaining – 
this kind of health has infinitely more to lose. The 
immediate damage can be doubled by long-term 
damage, which cannot be estimated even from a 
material point of view.  

 
3.1. Health as a human value 
 
Health is counted among basic human values. It is 

appreciated as such and society makes efforts to 
uphold it. But, according to playwright Emile Augier 
[23], “Health is the most precious treasure and the 
easiest to lose; yet it is the most poorly guarded one”. 
Personal health is the premise for carrying out a 
coherent activity, for social involvement, creativity, 
personal and social development. It is very often 
regarded as added value, since a person in full health 
is apt to work, to create valuable things, concepts, 
products, to become socially involved. A healthy 
person can watch over the health of those around 
him/her, thus reducing social costs.  

Humanity itself is grounded on the premise of 
evolution through healthy individuals. Here, a 
distinction can be made between the chronically ill 
and those who along time have experienced short 
periods of disturbed health, but, thanks to efficient 
treatment, have been able to return to a normal state 
of health. 

 

3.2. Individual health and degree of accountability 
 
The health of the individual is mainly a personal 

concern. For those who cannot make decisions for 
themselves, legal guardians or the state authority 
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will be called on to decide which are the best 
solutions for maintaining or rebuilding their health. 

Most of the time, when it comes to the way health 
is perceived, tradition outweighs instruction. Childhood 
and adolescence are marked by the manner in which 
parents act in order to preserve health. In the name of 
health, controversial acts have been known to be 
undertaken, as it happened in the case of Charlie 
Whitaker from Great Britain, a child born with a rare 
disease (Diamond Blackfan anemia). His only chance 
for a cure would have been a stem cell transplant 
from a compatible donor. As such a person could not 
be identified, his parents decided to give birth to 
another baby, who could have offered his/her 
brother a chance to live. Because of medical ethics 
issues, the parents left for the USA, where they gave 
birth to a little girl. The probability that this child 
should suffer from the same disease as her brother 
was ½. The transplant was carried out and the boy 
was saved [20]. This is a case where the donor, 
although a minor and incapable of defending herself, 
was not affected. But then there is the case of a 24-
year-old young woman named Yang Li from China, 
who had to give up her pregnancy to become a 
marrow donor for her sick brother (as the doctors 
had explained the negative effects that would have 
on the foetus) [21].  

 

3.3. Health at community level 
 

Inequalities between individuals arise even when 
it comes to health. There is a significant difference in 
the way in which health-related issues are approached 
by individuals with a certain level of education, who 
have access to information and can receive and 
understand it. In such cases, the risk can reside in the 
excess of unfiltered and impersonalized medical 
information. In rural environments, which have low 
accessibility to healthcare services, health is 
considered to be a privilege granted by providence. 

3.4. Health as adaptation to current changes 
 
In the past 100 years, the pressure generated by 

modern society (lack of time, work issues, 
technological progress, etc.) has led to the 
emergence of a new health risk factor: stress.  

Climate change forces the body to make an effort 
to adapt (the heat wave in 2003 made 20,000 
victims), while also contributing to the spread of 
infectious diseases. 

Ergonomics constitutes an attempt to diminish 
the effects of the new lifestyle by means of position 
optimization, by recreating the work space.  

 
4. Health and social pathology 

 

4.1. Continuity and segmentation 
 
There can be no connections between man, 

society, and the environment except where the 
original continuity which kept together these 
dimensions (of a single cosmic whole) has been 
shattered. The current concern for communication, 
integration, and adaptation reveals nothing other 
than the fact that the last structures of continuity 
have been shattered. The process of demolishing the 
vital monolith formed by human beings together 
with their animal, vegetal, mineral, and spiritual 
(read: “divine”) environment began with the 
systematization of scientific knowledge and with 
conditioning action through this type of knowledge. 
The decredibilization of the manners of knowing and 
acting belonging to tradition, which are based on the 
accumulated live experience of countless 
generations, on revelations (which consist of the 
joining of immediate human experience with divine 
experience) has separated the vectors of human 
activity: science from religion, man from animal, 
humanity from divinity, society from the 
environment, etc. 

Overall, we have been witnessing a breakaway, at 
least on a conceptual level, of man as an individual 
(“the indivisible one”) from everything that 
integrated him. Thus, disease and health, like many 
other realities, have changed their frame of 
reference: man falls ill and is treated individually, 
health is an individual experience. Neither divinity, nor 
family members, nor the place where one lives is any 
longer involved in the latest experiments on human 
health or pathology. Only accidental discoveries will 
still remind one that there are very strong relations 
of dependency between human health and a balance 
which is attained beyond the limits of the human 
being. 

The environment provides natural resources and 
specific life conditions, thus determining a set of 
adequate occupations and forms of habitation. Based 
on these, a dominant social type, or type of family, 
takes shape. In sociology, several schools with 
significant theoretical and methodological 
contributions (the Le Play school being the most 
well-known) have explained social or familial 
functioning based on the spatial conditions along the 
roads followed by nomadic societies before becoming 
sedentary or on the conditions in the places where they 
settled. According to these explanations, the 
occurrence of an “illness” of the environment causes 
a corresponding imbalance in family and social 
relations, and eventually in the individual. Thus, in 
Europe and Asia, for example, spatial conditions 
have led to the shaping of two main types of families, 
societies, and people: open spaces, favorable to 
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agricultural activities, be they of cultivation or animal 
rearing (or mixed), have generated a type of family 
that is strong, patriarchal, subordinate to the 
authority of a single leader or of a leader assisted by 
a council. Whether in a work or battle situation, 
forceful, well coordinated action was essential. The 
narrow spaces of the fjords in the northern parts of 
the European continent, bordered by forests on the 
one side and by the sea on the other, have given rise 
to a particularistic type of family, independent in its 
own household, but unable to support a large 
number of members. The values prized here were 
not the capacity to work or fight, but independence 
and the initiative of creating a new household and of 
building roads of access that would allow it to be 
integrated in a form of society.  

Once the environment changed, due to 
urbanization and industrialization, the two formulas 
ceased to be viable. Instead, what is proliferated is 
that which sociology recognizes as an unstable 
family, in which no value or orientation has a utility 
any longer. The quality of subordination and that of 
initiative are equally absent and, according to Le Play 
school theorists, the untrained individual, incapable 
of orientation, becomes “prey to states and 
governments”. Family is replaced by society and 
public life. In a society where the unstable family 
type is predominant, young age becomes superior to 
old age, due to its greater adaptability to public systems. 
Moreover, through the process of competition, 
stimulated by limiting the means of existence, 
individualism is accentuated and leads to the 
affirmation of the anarchic spirit. Due to a deficit of 
solidarity, this type of family organization leaves the 
elderly, children, and the sick without a home. 

 
4.2. The catastrophic diagnosis of ethology 
 
In the traditional universe, where the cosmic 

continuum was not segmented, health was the result 
of stability and coherence, of harmony; illness meant 
destabilization triggered by harmful, unnatural 
manifestations. Concrete diseases, be they large 
epidemics, personal suffering or natural disasters, 
were related to a cosmic imbalance: they betrayed 
either a curse or a sin which affected people, land, 
and animals alike. Man did not suffer by himself, nor 
was his suffering punctual, but general; purifications 
– in the sense of returning the world to its initial, 
inceptive state – were the recommended means of 
healing. Various versions of the biblical flood 
(libations, sacrifices, ablutions, etc.) could 
redeem/heal disease understood as evil, as a 
maculation of the world. In the tragedies of classical 
European Antiquity or in Old-Testament references, 

as in numerous other classical or folkloric sources, 
this unity in health or illness is underscored. 

The new form of urbanized society witnesses a 
redefining of the states of health and illness. 
Residential spaces have been rationalized and 
geometrized ever since Le Corbusier accused cities 
of being unsanitary, non-functional and aesthetically 
offensive. The result is embodied by visually uniform 
settlements, organized in right angles, which seek to 
force nature into submission and certainly not to 
follow it. The development of means of 
communication and transportation has cancelled 
space understood as distance. Alongside this war, the 
battle against cosmic and climatic phenomena has 
also been carried out successfully: electric lighting 
cancels the difference between day and night, just as 
thermal convenience does for the difference between 
summer and winter. The environment is burdened 
with unnatural concentrations of population: 
according to ethology, the population has increased 
100,000 times within the same spatial perimeter, 
thus giving rise to “super tribes”; this impacts people 
in the same way in which wild animals in zoos are 
affected by being locked up in cages (Morris, 1969, 
2010, pp. 11-12).  

Other statistics mention 300,500.00 generations of 
gatherers, hunters, and agriculturers, who lived in 
harmony with nature, and 10 generations of people 
who have been living in an industrial, heavily 
urbanized environment (Massey, apud Chelcea, Ivan, 
Chelcea, 2008, p. 32). Recent developments have led 
Austrian ehologist, zoologist and ornithologist 
Konrad Lorenz, the 1973 Nobel prize laureate for 
psychology and medicine, to identify eight diseases 
which have been plaguing humanity in the past 
century and a half: overpopulation, the devastation 
of the vital space, man’s competition against himself or 
aimless progress, the thermal death of the senses or 
the increase of sensitivity to pain and of insensitivity 
to pleasure, genetic decay, the crushing of tradition, 
the alarming amplification of receptiveness to 
indoctrination and (the most dangerous of disorders, 
since it is a visible, still controllable one) the 
existence of nuclear weapons (Lorenz, 1973, 2006).  

In conclusion, specialists who research the 
behavior of humans as a species among other 
species, as a part of nature, hold that humans, 
together with their life partners, suffer from a 
complex pathology, generated by planetary-level 
mutations, a pathology which manifests itself in the 
form of deviations from its initial biological data. 
Unfortunately, this approach views health only as an 
initial, primary state. This type of balance cannot be 
restored except through a dramatic change in 
humanity’s lifestyle, manner of production and of 
thinking, and at the cost of sacrificing that which for 
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several generations has been considered its most 
valuable conquest, namely “Western-European 
civilization”. 

As such, the responsibility of managing societies 
is becoming increasingly heavy for anyone who would 
accept it and take it seriously. Politicians, 
administrators, and other super tribal leaders are 
good social mathematicians, but that is not enough. 
In the world of the future, which will apparently be 
even more crowded, they also have to be good 
biologists, as, in the midst of all this mass of cables, 
plastic, cement, bricks, metal, and glass they control, 
there is an animal, a primitive tribal hunter disguised 
as a civilized supertribal citizen, who struggles 
desperately to cope with this new and extraordinary 
situation by using the old qualities he has inherited. 
If given a chance to, he will manage to turn this 
human zoo into a wonderful amusement park. If not, 
it might end up as a huge lunatic asylum, similar to 
the dreadful, crowded animal menageries of the 19th 
century. To us, humans of the current supertribes, it 
will be interesting to see what happens. To our 
children, however, it will be more than interesting. 
The moment they take control of the situation, the 
human species will undoubtedly find itself facing 
problems so severe that it will be a matter of life and 
death (Morris, 1969, 2010, pp. 360-361). 

 
4.3. Social deviance and pathology 
 
In the field of classical sociology, social pathology 

research has been carried out in which health was 
defined as social normality, while disease was 
construed as social abnormality. Emile Durkheim, a 
classic of sociology, has defined this state as 
dysfunctionality of society, manifested as states or 
situations of social abnormality and morbidity. The 
most telling example he provided as to the 
evaluation of the state of social illness is his study on 
suicide as a phenomenon indicative of the intensity 
of the pathological state of a certain society or social 
category (Durkheim, 1897). If health means 
normality, then what is normality? History and 
geography reveal profound differences between what is 
considered normal in a certain time and place and the 
normality of other spatial and temporal coordinates. 
Durkheim outlines the definition of normality as being 
characteristic of societies seen as closed 
communities, with a well delineated profile and 
highly homo-geneous human values and behaviors: 
normal, and therefore healthy, is that which does not 
stray from the common type of the society, from 
those sentiments and beliefs shared by all the 
members of the respective society. This common 
type is a sort of social average, assumed and 
repeated by the vast majority of people, an identity 

which assimilates and neutralizes particular, 
distinguishing features. The totality of the beliefs and 
sentiments common to most of the members of a 
specific society forms an established system with a 
life of its own; we may call it collective or common 
conscience. Without a doubt, it does not have one 
single organ as its seat; it is, by definition, diffused 
throughout the society; it is no less true that it has 
particular characteristics which make it a distinct 
reality (Durkheim, 1897, 2001, p. 97). 

A conscience common to all was able to manifest 
itself, under such circumstances, by having the same 
representation of transgression, abnormality or disease, 
on the one hand, and of virtue, normality or health, 
on the other. Since there were reference points or 
representations with respect to health shared by all 
the members of society, the same reaction was 
exhibited upon deviation from this state. A natural 
sense of justice or morality is manifest throughout 
the society and identifies crimes (almost all of which 
are subsumable to treason or sacrilege). Legal or 
customary law and common morality provide the 
means for restoring the social organism by means of 
two types of “healing” strategies: a repressive one 
(which indicates what is undesirable, defines crime 
in its forms, and stipulates punishments for 
wrongdoers) and a restitutive one (which describes 
normality and that which is desirable, and 
establishes rewards for those who uphold it). 

As a form of special social deviance, yet closely 

connected to the notions of social control and social 

regulation, mental illness should be mentioned. 

Irrationality, thinking and emotional disorders 

which generate unnatural, destructive or disruptive 

behaviors, although part of the field of medicine, 

depend – they, too – on society’s representations of 

the rational, the appropriate or the normal. The 

differences that medicine operates with in order to 

distinguish mental suffering from physical suffering 

are not always conclusive: a mental illness such as 

Alzheimer’s can have physical causes, while physical 

suffering can be triggered by mental factors, as in the 

case of psychosomatic diseases. Similarly, it is difficult to 

draw the line between a mental illness and a 

deviation (or between “insanity” and “evil”), as the 

two are identifiable through different evaluation 

methods: deviation is diagnosed by observing 

behavior, while mental illness is diagnosed by 

evaluating the mind. 

Mental illnesses, from those caused by the 

pathology of the brain (Alzheimer’s) to psychoses 

(schizophrenias, manic forms of depression), 

neuroses (phobias, anxiety, and obsessions), and 
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behavioral disorders (such as alcoholism, 

dependencies, anorexia, perversions) affect an 

increasing proportion of the population, to such an 

extent that the authorities in charge of mental health, 

in the absence of solutions for healing, have come up 

with the solution of qualifying many of them as 

normal. Moving away from the normality generated 

through the common conscience of the majority, 

present societies resort to these professionalized 

authorities which are constantly redefining normality, 

turning it, from an ineluctable criterion for 

distinguishing between disease and health, into a 

short-lived social convention. 
4.4. Georg Simmel, urbanization and nervous 
distress 
 

The “normalization of disease” or crime in the 
present world is also mentioned in urban sociology. 
According to the way in which German sociologist 
Georg Simmel (1858-1918) characterizes the type of 
the city dweller, the latter is not an “average social type” 
– if normality is to be defined as averageness – but 
one that deviates from this normality. This is caused 
mainly by a certain abnormality of urban society 
itself, a society which is lacking in solidarity, 
sociality, and spirituality. City life is extremely 
rationalized, which, at a psychological level, 
translates as a tremendous intensification of 
individuals’ nervous life and as a predominance of 
the intellect – as our most adaptable force – over 
sensitivity and feelings (dominant in smaller 
communities). It is to the domination of intellect that 
economic rationality is connected: any quality and 
particularity is objectified and quantifiably reduced to a 
monetary dimension. This is where another feature 
which deviates from the average of non-city societies 
comes in, namely the exactness of relations, the 
transposition of the world into numerical models, 
and the quest for precision at all costs (in determining 
equality and inequality, in establishing meetings and 
conventions, etc.). This is made possible precisely 
due to the calculable nature of money, the most 
efficient social vehicle. Exactness, punctuality, 
calculability, without which urban life would collapse 
into chaos, are not intended exclusively for  the regulation 
of external relations; they must also govern the 
contents of life and exclude irrational tendencies and 
impulses which seek to determine the form of life by 
themselves, from the inside, instead of accepting a 
general and accurately drafted form from the 
outside.  

The exactness and precision of the form life takes 
manifest themselves subjectively through the 
incapacity to produce a subjective reaction: being 

blasé, as a characteristic trait of the city 
environment, consists of having become insensitive 
to things, to their signification, and to the differences 
between them; its cause is the fatigue generated by 
violent nervous strain. It represents the faithful 
subjective reflex of the internalization of monetary 
economy, by means of which money becomes the 
most efficient leveling instrument, irreparably robbing 
things of their substance, individuality, their specific 
and incomparable value. 

4.5. Health: an exhausted resource 
 
Contemporary sociologists confirm the diagnosis 

of chronic pathology of the social world. Gilles 
Lipovetsky (b. 1944) describes the continuous decay 
of morality, one of the instruments for the 
restoration of social health. Today we are living in a 
“post-ethical” society. The individualistic ethics of 
modernity seems to be in the middle of a structural 
conflict: an “organizing chaos” in which 
contradictory tendencies meet (idealism and 
cynicism, order and anomy). The solution invoked is 
that of “intelligent ethics”, which would favor 
experimental, particularizing compromise solutions, 
which take into account interests, efficiency criteria, 
and particular conditions. This project proposes a 
“cautious” kind of ethics or a manner of gaining time 
in the race against evil and human suffering 
(Lipovetsky, 1992, 1996, p. 29).  

The universalization of consumption without 
discernment, along with the physical and cultural 
degradation of food, the proliferation of homo 
videns, the emergence of video-children (Sartori, 
1997, 2005) subordinate to the little differentiated 
messages, increasingly removed from reality, of 
communication with the global screen (Lipovetsky, 
2007, 2008) are diagnosed by the researchers of 
Western-European civilization. Globalization as 
uniformization, as a cancellation of natural 
differences, a failed antidote against the insecurity 
induced by the opening of societies and the 
endorsement of the new, is the current social 
equivalent of medieval pandemics (Zygmunt 
Bauman, 2001). Moreover, “McDonaldisation”, in the 
name of its benefits – efficiency, calculability, 
predictability, control – is virally invading fields 
which until very recently were sources of restoration 
of people’s physical, mental, and spiritual balance 
(birth and death, education, medicine, or religion) 
(Ritzer, 2000, 2010). 

 
5. The health of the environment as a premise 
for human health 
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The health of the environment is a concept which 
cannot be separated from that of human health. 
There is an interconnection between the two and 
their complementarity, even “symbiosis”, can ensure 
the general health of the planet. Sometimes the 
environment seems to be in competition against 
humans. The reactions of human intelligence in its 
attempt to “subjugate” nature are childish at times. 
The latest generations show a certain physical and 
even mental fragility due to a polluted environment. 
On the one hand, we have the environment in which 
basic foods, saturated with noxious substances, are 
grown and, on the other, the expansion of the man-
monitor and man-smartphone interaction, which 
leads to man’s alienation from nature at an ever 
earlier age. Humans have not understood that they 
are part of the environment and that they need to 
find a balance in their cohabitation with it, nor that 
nature reacts to polluting human activities. Albeit 
slowly and strenuously, the environment seeks to 
find ways to annihilate human aggression. There are 
countless examples in this sense: the vegetal boom in 
the area of the Chernobyl reactor, which occurred 
several years after the explosion which affected the 
Pripyat region and so many other examples that serious 
studies should be carried out on the topic. 

In conclusion, health must encompass all the 
meanings analyzed above. Treatises on the curing of 
diseases must be supplemented by in-depth studies 
which should integrate human health into its social 
context and environment. The equation man-society 
will have health as a solution when man rediscovers 
the joy of a simple life close to nature. Before curing 
diseases, one must see to the preservation of health. 
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